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Introduction
This year’s Unit 3 examination was similar in style to previous years. Candidates chose all
of the Section A questions in reasonable numbers, with the rough percentage popularity
shown below:
Question 1: Energy Security = 33%
Question 2: Water Conflicts = 29%
Question 3: Superpower Geographies = 20%
Question 4: Bridging the Development Gap = 12%
Question 5: The Technological Fix? = 6%
Bridging the Development Gap and The Technological Fix? were a little less popular than in
previous years, especially the latter topic. Overall, the vast majority of candidates perform
well on this examination paper. As in the past, timing issues were relatively uncommon.
Most candidates produced full answers and there were many excellent responses.
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Specific comments on Section A
As is always the case, there were some very high quality answers in Section A and the
average quality of response was good. Many answers demonstrated a good command of
physical, human and political geography and many candidates used contemporary events
and changes to support their work, as well as well-known examples and case studies. There
are some areas centres may wish to focus on when preparing for future assessments:
• In 10 mark data stimulus questions there is still a tendency to describe data rather than
provide explanations; when explanations are provided there needs to be a range of these
rather than a narrow focus on one aspect.
• There is still a tendency to rely too much on descriptive case study detail, rather than
selection and application.
• Most questions in the 12-16 mark range require a supported judgement to be made;
many candidates are happy to sit on the fence and ‘fudge’ a conclusion whereas the
strongest answers have the confidence to stand by their case.
• Level 3 and Level 4 marks in the 15 mark questions are only accessible if candidates
can show that they are assessing, examining or evaluating (depending on the command
word). Failure to do this i.e. by only describing and explaining, limits marks to a
maximum of 8 in most cases. The development of evaluation skills and evaluative writing
style is thus crucial to candidates aiming for a high grade.
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Section A
Question 1 Energy Security
Question 1 (a)
Figure 1 showed a range of data on energy use for three countries at different levels of
development – a LDC, a NIC and a MEDC. The first point to note is that all of the data
is relative data i.e. percentage and per capita data. Thus explanations of the data based
on population size were not relevant. Occasionally China’s rapid annual increase in its
energy consumption 2000-2008 was explained by its ‘rapid population growth’ whereas in
fact that country's population has been growing at a rate of 0.5% per year for some time.
Broadly, there was good understanding of what the data showed. Most explanations focused
on level of economic development. Ethiopia was seen as relying on traditional fuels because
much of its population was rural and poor and therefore other sources of energy were out
of reach. Physical factors such as China’s large coal reserves were often referred to and
stronger answers sometimes argued that in the case of Ethiopia HEP was likely to increase
in the future due to current dam construction, and that this was also the case in terms of
China’s percentage of energy from nuclear power.
One key to success was to refer to all aspects of the data in Figure 1. Weaker answers
tended to focus only on different energy sources and omitted to consider total energy use
or annual growth rate. Occasionally, the nature of biofuel use in Ethiopia was misunderstood
although stronger answers contrasted the type of biofuels likely to be used in Ethiopia
versus Sweden. Stronger answers moved beyond straight economic development
explanations to argue that in Sweden a desire for a more secure energy mix allied to public
demands for greener energy sources were explanations for that country's energy sources.
In general this question was answered successfully by many candidates.
This is part of a Level 3 answer to Question 1(a).
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Examiner Comments

One of its strengths is making good reference
to the data in Figure 1. It also provides
good explanations for the differences
between the three countries, going beyond
simply economic development to consider
environmental priorities and demands.

Examiner Tip

When Figures contain numerical data, like
Figure 1 and Figure 4, make sure your answer
makes direct reference to it and quote the
data in your answer.

6
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Question 1 (b)
The key to this question was differentiating between renewable and recyclable resources.
These are separated out in the specification. A number of candidates treated ‘renewable and
recyclable’ as one and the same. Recyclable resources include nuclear and biofuels, and
could include HEP in some circumstances such as pumped storage. A number of answers
interpreted ‘recyclable’ as meaning recycled waste. This could have been relevant if linked
to the idea of energy from waste or CHP, although in some cases the answers drifted from
the energy focus.
Some answers tended to fall into the trap of ‘everything I know about the Three Gorges
Dam’ and suffered from being overly descriptive. Nevertheless most answers dealt with the
social and environmental impacts of two or three energy sources with some use of examples
to support their arguments.
As in the past, nuclear accidents and ‘bird strikes’ (for wind turbines) tended to be given
an over-prominent role in coming to conclusions about social and environmental impacts.
Biofuels were often considered quite discursively with an examination of the case for them
being carbon neutral allied to their impact on food prices.
Many answers failed to address the nub of the question ‘to what extent’ and instead
explained the social and environmental impacts of different energy sources in a standalone way. Stronger answers went beyond this to argue that some sources were worse
than others. This was done by scale in some cases, with candidates arguing that small solar
installations could not be compared with the impacts of a large HEP dam. Geothermal was
often touted as an energy source which has few if any negative impacts. Very good answers
returned to the theme of renewable versus recyclable to argue that recyclable resources
tended to have larger impacts on people and the environment and that the negatives of
renewable were minor in relation to their environmental benefits over fossil fuels.
This example is the latter part of a Level 3 answer to Question 1 (b).
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Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

This answer is evaluative, using phrases and words such as ‘to a
smaller extent’ and ‘however’. It has a clear conclusion which makes
a clear judgement about both social and environmental consequences.
The answer failed to achieve Level 4 because it did not differentiate
between ‘renewable’ and ‘recyclable’ energy resources.

8
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All of the words in questions are
important. In Question 1(b) it
was vital to differentiate between
‘renewable’ and ‘recyclable’ energy
resources. These are not the same
thing, and could not be treated as
the same in an answer expecting
to achieve Level 4 marks.

Question 2 Water Conflicts
Question 2 (a)
Figure 2 contained a simple spectrum of four ways to increase water supply. This
popular question was usually completed fairly successfully although there was variable
understanding of the four ways to increase water supply shown in the figure.
Conservation was generally understood well. Domestic conservation methods in the home
were often referred to as was drip irrigation. There was generally good understanding that
conservation was a good way to reduce demand without needing to increase supply and
was therefore economically and environmentally sustainable. Recycling of waste water was
less well understood. In some cases this option was missed out of answers, or combined
with conservation. Dams and reservoirs were sometimes referred to as conservation, as
was capturing rainwater in pumpkin tanks and other methods. These are methods of water
storage, not water recycling. Better answers recognised that grey water was an example
of water recycling and referred to how this could be done in a domestic setting. The
advantages and disadvantages of groundwater extraction were better understood and some
aquifer terminology, such as recharge and over-abstraction, was seen in good answers.
Desalination was usually understood well in terms of high economic costs and environmental
drawbacks such as carbon footprint. Stronger answers related the desirability of different
approaches to specific locations, arguing that desalination is not an option for landlocked
countries and that in some cases groundwater supplies might be very sustainable due to
high rainfall and low abstraction rates. In other words they began to question the order
shown on Figure 2. Singapore is a very good example of water conservation and recycling
grey water although this was very rarely mentioned.
This is a Level 3 answer to Question 2(a).
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Examiner Comments

This answer covers all of the options shown on
Figure 2 in an organized way and, in some cases,
it uses brief examples to support the explanations
given i.e. water conservation in Andalucía and
desalination in semi-arid regions. Rather than
simply rejecting the ‘worst’ option it makes the
point that in some cases desalination might be
useful, as well as explaining its problems.

Examiner Tip

Some stimulus material, notably Figure 2 and
Figure 3 in this exam paper, can be ‘taken on’.
Figure 2 is just one view of the desirability of
different ways of increasing water supply. The
best answers will question this view, and in some
cases argue for an alternative. Don’t be afraid to
state your case as long as it is supported.
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Question 2 (b)
Although not the same question, the theme of transboundary water resources has appeared
as a question on this examination paper before. The issues raised in the past tended to reappear this year. While the question was answered successfully by most, many potentially
very good answers failed to deliver because:
• they relied too heavily on case study detail, much of which was not relevant to the
question i.e. there was a lack of selection and application
• ‘conflict’ was seen in very black and white terms, rather than as being on a spectrum
from mild disagreement which could be easily resolved right up to the potential for armed
conflict
• case studies were simply presented in ‘my next case study is’ or ‘another example of
conflict is’ form, rather than being integrated into an argument
• in some cases, factual detail on which countries sat within which drainage basins, or
which direction rivers flowed in, was poor.
Overall, there was a lack of focus on why conflict exists over water supplies in the first
place. Many transboundary water sources are not a source of conflict at all; candidates need
to be more analytical in considering why some become a source of conflict. In the main
there are three underlying factors:
• Areas of existing / increasing water stress / scarcity where demand exceeds supply (or is
soon likely to).
• Places where there are pre-existing political, cultural or economic disagreements and
water gets dragged into this.
• International situations, as opposed to regional / internal situations.
There are of course the Helsinki / Berlin rules and numerous specific iterations of these such
as on the Nile, Colorado and Mekong rivers, which seek to reduce conflict by promoting
agreement. These were often referred to so that many answers did at least begin to
recognise that conflict is not inevitable.
This is part of a Level 4 answer to Question 2 (b).

12
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Examiner Comments

This answer’s strength is in identifying the underlying
factors that make conflict over transboundary water supplies
more likely – rather than just describing transboundary
situations. These factors include rising populations, already
water stressed regions and pre-existing political or economic
tensions between players. This answer goes well beyond the
simple assertion that if water sources are shared there will
always be conflict, which is of course not necessarily true.

Examiner Tip

The Water Conflicts question often suffers from
‘case study overload’ and a ‘my next case study
is’ approach. Not all case studies are relevant to a
particular question, and not all information from
relevant case studies in useful. You must be selective,
and apply relevant information to the question.

14
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Question 3 Superpower Geographies
Question 3 (a)
As in the past, Superpower Geographies proved to be a popular choice. Figure 3 showed
three different ways of measuring superpower status. Question 3(a) focused on whether
these indicators were valuable in terms of measuring status. Some candidates did not quite
latch onto this idea, and instead attempted to explain the rank orders shown. This was not
the question set.
There were many good answers which did begin to consider value. These often made
reference to the hard / soft power idea. Military spending was argued as an example of
hard power and many candidates were aware of the global reach of US military power and
were able to argue that spending was a useful measure, because it reflected global ability
to act and threaten, as well as technical prowess in military matters. The medal table was
sometimes dismissed as of little value, although stronger answers argued it had some value
in terms of ‘soft’ cultural influence, acting on a world stage, ability to fund and run a huge
global sporting event. Very good answers often suggested alternative cultural measures
at this point such as global brands and media. Most understood the value of patent
applications in terms of innovation, education levels, spending on research development and
related this to an ‘economic’ pillar of superpower status.
The best answers frequently suggested alternative ‘higher value’ measures, often GDP or
membership of, and influence within, global IGOs. Overall, many answers to this question
were successful but this did depend on a focus on ‘value’ rather than drifting into an
explanation of the rank order.
This is part of a Level 3 answer to Question 3(a).
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Examiner Tip

This response begins with a definition of ‘superpower’;
this is a good way to ‘get into’ your answer as it
focuses on the key topic of the question. The question
is about the value of military spending as a way of
measuring status, and the answer uses data from
Figure 3 to help provide explanations. Towards the end
it begins to make a value judgment arguing that PPP
data would be better than nominal spending data.

Examiner Comments

All of the 10 mark data stimulus questions are about
providing explanations, so they use the command
words ‘explain’ or ‘suggest reasons’ or ‘comment on’.
You are never asked to ‘describe’ in these questions,
so ‘saying what you see’ gains very few marks.
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Question 3 (b)
This question proved challenging to some, although there were some very good answers.
Perhaps the key to it was successful question interpretation. The question was not about:
• the threats the BRICs pose to the USA
• the opportunities and threats to the BRICs themselves, of their continued emergence
• a chance to write everything known about the BRICs in turn.
The focus had to be on the developing world, and in order to be as flexible as possible only
the OECD countries were excluded from this focus in the mark scheme. A common, but
often not very successful, structure was to trawl around the four BRICs in turn outlining
the threats and opportunities they present to developing countries. This tended to lead to
repetitious answers and in the case of Brazil, little being said. Some answers drifted into
long descriptions of the Ukraine crisis. More successful answers were thematic, and focused
particularly on the role of China in Africa. There was often good use made of examples
from Sudan, Nigeria and Angola focusing on the costs and benefits of Chinese involvement
in terms of resource extraction, prices, labour, infrastructure and development. Many
answers were evaluative in their approach, recognising that China’s role could not simply be
dismissed as neo-colonial nor was it universally beneficial. A small number of answers were
narrow as a result of only focusing on this theme. Good answers often considered whether
the BRICs were a model that other countries could follow (e.g. the MINTs – not named in
the specification, but now widely referred to), and whether BRIC FDI would be different to
OECD FDI in terms of exploitation. Many answers considered the resources demand and
environmental implications of continued BRIC growth and the implications for this in terms
of global warming and its impacts, and even ‘water wars’. A small number moved into a
more geopolitical sphere, and considered whether a multipolar world in the future would be
more or less stable than the world today. A conclusion / judgement was required and most
included this and argued, for instance, that economic opportunities might be of short-term
benefit only to be followed later by downsides in terms of environmental implications and
resource shortages.
This example of a response to Question 3(b) gained a Level 4 mark.
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Examiner Comments

This answer shows very good understanding of
the BRICs and has a balance of opportunities
and threats. These include trade, aid,
exploitation and land grabs, military threats and
resource demand. The answer is well supported
throughout with reference to specific BRIC
countries. In addition there is a clear conclusion.

Examiner Tip

One of the ‘stand out’ elements of this
example answer to Question 3(b) is the
number of times words and phrases like
‘nevertheless’, alternatively’ and ‘on the other
hand’ are used. This language is characteristic
of writing that is considering both sides of
an argument – something you are always
expected to do in these 15 mark questions.
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Question 4 Bridging the Development Gap
Question 4 (a)
As in previous years, there was a sense that this question was a positive choice for a small
number of candidates, but that it was avoided by many. Some clearly saw some interesting
trends and were prepared to engage with Figure 4 and provide explanations of the data.
An important aspect of the question was answering with a consideration for differences and
trends. Most did this, and the data in Figure 4 was used in answers. This is an expectation
when the figure includes numerical information. Some answers were overly descriptive of
Figure 4.
Nevertheless, many answers began to provide explanations for the data. Most
commonly these focused on the likelihood that urbanisation was taking place along with
industrialisation and that this was contributing to the fall in urban poverty. Stronger
answers linked this to the theme of wider globalisation in the region and the benefits of FDI.
Rural poverty falls were often explained by the work of NGOs and the focus on the MDGs
since 2000 in some cases. Occasionally examples of rural development projects were used
to illustrate the process of improvement. Perhaps the weakest trend was that of ethnic
minorities, which was often stated but not explained. However, some strong answers were
prepared to explain this in terms of prejudice and discrimination, as well as rural isolation,
and in some cases made reference to either India (caste system) or South Africa to help
their explanation. The overall message from this question is that explanations gained marks
whereas descriptions did not.
This example is part of a Level 3 answer to Question 4(a).

22
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Examiner Comments

This answer makes direct reference to the
trends shown on Figure 4, and uses data to
support this. Clear explanations for the ethnic
minority and urban area trends are provided.

Examiner Tip

With a figure like Figure 4, it is
important to refer to all of the
trends. Missing a line out leads
to a narrow answer.
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Question 4 (b)
This question was open ended and much depended on how candidates approached it in
terms of application of examples to the overall theme of economic development versus
environmental and social consequences.
A small number of answers struggled to get started and tended to focus on a very narrow
theme, such as the impacts of the BP Deep Water Horizon oil spill or another narrow case
study. Some took a ‘top down’ versus ‘bottom up’ approach. This could work, although again
answers tended to be rather narrow and were really more about answering a question about
different approaches to development rather than the question posed.
Many good answers took a slightly more conceptual approach and made reference (either
directly or by implication) to the Kuznets’s curve idea to argue that while economic
development led to environmental problems these were temporary whereas economic
progress was permanent. Perhaps the most used case studies were China and India.
These were often applied successfully in terms of Chinese poverty reduction versus rising
environmental impacts – the latter often supported by factual detail on water and air
pollution. India was often used to illustrate the problem of growing inequality resulting from
rapid economic change. This was another example of a question where a clear conclusion
often helped an answer move from Level 2 to Level 3 (or higher) in the mark scheme.
This example shows part of a Level 4 answer to Question 4(b).

24
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3889419/13

Examiner Comments

This answer uses good terminology and its key
strength is that it uses good examples to support
its argument that TNCs can be ‘negative’ in terms
of development from the perspective of worker
exploitation and environment. Rather than just
referring to ‘factories’ it names some specific
examples which adds weight to the argument.

Examiner Tip

Examples, facts and figures
are important to a good
quality answer. Without them,
answers tend to deal with
generality and lack depth.
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Question 5 The Technological Fix?
Question 5 (a)
Question 5 proved a little less popular than it has in the past. Figure 5 offered the views of
three different people on technology in the form of three quotes. A somewhat unanticipated
focus for answers was a focus on the ‘job’ of each of them. This was a perfectly acceptable
approach to answering the question, and led to some interesting observations on why the
views might be held.
A more common approach, and a successful one, was to apply different examples of
technology to the different views to help explain why they might be held. In terms of
Kurzweil, examples included various types of intermediate technology and medical advances
that were clearly beneficial in terms of human development. For Lovins, examples used
included fossil fuels and their environmental impact. Kranzberg’s views were the least
detailed in most answers, with many responses more or less repeating the stated view.
Stronger answers looked for examples of technology where their impact was unforeseen
or disruptive in some way. These commonly included GM crops, DDT and mobile phones.
These were used to argue that the impact of technology can’t be known for certain until the
technology has been adopted.
Overall, answers varied from straight re-statements of the information in Figure 5 to much
more successful explanations of the views by applying examples to them. The message
is perhaps that using examples should always be the expectation in these 10 mark data
stimulus questions.

Question 5 (b)
Many answers to this question were successful or at least partly so. It is worth saying that
knowledge of the North-South divide as a concept was not universal. Some answers clearly
saw it as a ‘north and south of the equator’ line, which it is not. There were a few instances
of confusion in terms of the position of Australia and New Zealand in terms of the divide.
On the other hand, there were some very good answers that went beyond the divide and
argued that differential access to technology within countries was just as important as the
N/S difference.
A very common theme was leap-frogging technology, especially mobile phones. This was
generally supported by some detail relating to India and / or Afghanistan. The concept of
the global digital divide and Digital Access Index was often referred to. Internet access in
east Africa was also used as an example of the existence of the divide and how it could be
overcome by investment. Medical technology and access to ARV drugs was often used to
show that the divide is still in existence. Better answers tended to use terminology such as
‘technology transfer’ and ‘digital divide’ rather than relying on a more generalised approach.
Many answers argued that the divide was narrowing in terms of communication technology
but perhaps less so in other areas. Well-chosen examples were essential to a successful
answer as was the ability to come to a view.
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This is an example of a low Level 4 answer to Question 5(b).
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3882538/14

Examiner Comments

This answer uses some good terminology such
as ‘technological convergence’ and ‘leapfrogging’.
There are examples used to illustrate the nature
of the technological divide including mobile
3882538/15
phones and others. There is a clear conclusion,
which does go beyond the simple idea that there
is a north-south divide and argues that it is
changing due to technology transfer.

3882538/15

Examiner Tip

Good 15 mark answers usually have
a structure i.e. there is logic to the
way the answer is set out. A brief
introduction and a conclusion help
achieve this, as does having organised
sections in the middle dealing with
different causes or consequences.
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Overall comments on Section B Issues Analysis:
Arctic on the Edge
This year’s Issues Analysis was set in the Arctic region. This is an area all candidates are
familiar with because it is a stated case study in Unit 1. Perhaps because of this, synopticity
was reported to be slightly less in evidence than in previous years. Nevertheless, most
answers were thorough and provided three full answers to the questions. There was
evidence of good preparation and most candidates knew their way around the Resource
Booklet and could use it reasonably effectively in the exam. There was evidence of
wider research, most often this related to oil and gas development and some aspects of
indigenous peoples’ lives in the Arctic. The overall quality of answers was good, although
there was perhaps some evidence that Question 6(a) was unexpected as the phrase
‘physical systems and ecological resources’ seemed to throw some candidates early on. The
pre-release is available for a long period of time, but candidates still need to make sure
their preparation is thorough:
• Ensure candidates know the resource booklet well before they enter the exam; time
should not be spent in the exam looking for the right resources to refer to.
• Ensure candidates understand the sequence of the resource booklet; it is usually
organised into sections either with sub-headings or by topic, and questions normally
focus on one section (with links to others).
• Prepare synoptic ideas by researching using the websites provided (and others),
thinking about the relevance of models, concepts and theories, considering parallel and
contrasting examples from other parts of the world, and linking to concepts and content
in other AS and A2 units.
• Consider the wider geography of the region in terms of development, physical features,
culture etc.
• Do not try to anticipate questions.
• Time spent planning, briefly, all three answers is time well spent. Some answers to
Question 6(a) drifted into threats which was the focus of Question 6(b). Candidates who
did this often ended up repeating themselves and worse, risked losing the thread of their
answers.
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Question 6 (a)
The opening question may have come as a surprise to some candidates and the phrase
‘physical systems and ecological resources’ was not universally understood. Arctic physical
systems essentially relate to the role in climate regulation and most candidates included at
least some elements of this in their answers. Most referred to albedo and the thermohaline
circulation and the idea of the Arctic as a ‘global refrigerator’. Stronger answers also made
the link to global atmospheric circulation and the existence and importance of the polar cell.
Many answers made use of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment regulating, supporting,
provisioning and cultural services model. This was good to see, and it provided a useful
structure for answers.
One issue that afflicted many answers was the inclusion of oil, gas and mineral resources
under the heading ‘ecological resources’. These are not ecological in nature and therefore
could not be credited. These answers were often the same ones that drifted into threats,
which was the territory of Question 6(b).
In terms of ecological resources the most common themes were the importance of the
region as an area of animal migration, and the provisioning services provided by the biomes
in the area – especially in terms of indigenous groups. This was the most common place to
see some synoptic information gleaned from research i.e. in terms of how named groups
utilise the resources in the Arctic. Tourism was often referred to as a cultural service along
with the spiritual connection many Arctic people retain to the landscape. Overall, this
question was often successfully answered but the drift into oil, gas and minerals was the
undoing of some potentially good answers.
This is a Level 3 answer to Question 6(a).
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Examiner Comments

This answer uses the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment services structure as a way of
organising its answer, which provided structure.
It picks out a range of services which link to
physical systems and ecological resources to
explain the importance of the Arctic to people and
the planet. It makes good use of the Resource
Booklet, although could have demonstrated wider
knowledge and understanding a little more fully.

Examiner Tip

Be careful not to anticipate questions;
many candidates discussed Arctic oil
and gas in Question 6(a), but it does not
‘fit’ into the question phrase ‘physical
systems and ecological resources’.
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Question 6 (b)
The focus of this question was threats to the Arctic. These were outlined in the Resource
Booklet and there were a wide range of threats that could be considered. Figure 5 was
used as a structure by many candidates. It included the threats of climate change, overexploitation and pollution and could be further deconstructed into exploitation of oil and gas,
and fish. One of the keys to the question was using a wide range of threats. A surprising
number of answers ‘missed’ a key threat (even in some cases climate change) or else
focused too much on one at the expense of others – most frequently oil and gas.
Some answers were a little confused over cause and consequence. This can be illustrated
with reference to the idea of the tree line moving north and ‘tundra squeeze’. This is a
consequence of a warming Arctic, so global warming is the causal threat. The treeline
movement is a threat to tundra species, but it is not the fundamental cause. In general,
answers did cover a wide range of threats and most were successful. There was evidence
of synoptic research especially in relation to oil and gas exploitation and the threat of
overfishing.
Where lower than expected marks were awarded it was most frequently because the critical
phrase in the question ‘relative importance of the threats’ was not addressed. The word
‘relative’ was not fully understood by some who used phrases in their answer such as ‘all
of the threats have relative importance’ or similar. The key was to identify the most / least
severe threats and explain this position. Very good answers determined some criteria for
this such as the immediacy of the threat, how likely it could be managed and its scale. Many
argued successfully that climate change was the ‘context threat’ and therefore the most
severe. Successful answers made the link between threats, arguing that climate change
simply exacerbates over-fishing, tourism and mineral exploitation by opening up the Arctic
to further irreversible human change. These characteristics are the difference between
a ‘standard’ Level 2 answer listing the threats and a sophisticated Level 4 answer judging
the relative importance of threats.
This is an example of a Level 4 answer to Question 6(b).
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Examiner Comments

The key here was to consider the full range of threats and determine
their relative importance. This answer recognises the severity of the
global warming threat at the start of the answer. It also considers
pollution and over-exploitation, and recognises that the severity
of threats is affected by whether or not they can be managed. It
has some synoptic knowledge as well as making good use of the
Resource Booklet. The conclusion makes it clear that global warming
is linked to the other threats and makes a clear judgement.
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Examiner Tip

Question 6(b) was worth 16
marks, a relatively high tariff.
This means in the exam more
time needed to be set aside
for Question 6(b) compared
to 6(a) and 6(c) which were
both worth 12 marks.

Question 6 (c)
The last question related to the three options for the Arctic’s future outlined in the Resource
Booklet. It might have been expected that significant synoptic information would have been
included in answers to Question 6(c) whereas in fact this was rarer than anticipated and
thus a little disappointing. Reference was often made to the Antarctic Treaty although often
only in passing. Some other places were referred to as examples of management, such as
the Galapagos, although these often failed to convince as parallel examples.
That said, most candidates considered all three options. Some criteria were needed to
be able to judge how useful each of the three options might be. Some candidates made
reference to sustainability criteria while others judged the management plans in social,
economic and environmental terms. Answers were often rather descriptive but many moved
a little beyond this and began to weigh up the pros and cons of the different options.
Perhaps a little disappointing was that many candidates ‘sat on the fence’ rather than
making a clear judgement as to which option (or hybrid, or alternative) was best. On the
plus side, many recognised that without some sort of concerted action on greenhouse
emissions the future of the Arctic might be considered quite bleak.
This last example is a Level 3 answer to Question 6(c).
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Examiner Comments

This answer considers all three ‘actions’ from the
Resource Booklet in detail and in a balanced way.
It refers to the recent actions of players, which is
synoptic knowledge not in the Resource Booklet. All
three potential management actions are evaluated
individually and at the end there is a clear
judgement as to which option is the most desirable.

Examiner Tip

The example answer shown here is not a ‘standard’
one. It takes the question in a slightly more
political direction than might have been expected.
However, it is still very closely linked to the three
management options so is very acceptable as an
approach. It shows that there is room for more
than one approach to answering a question.
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Paper Summary
There were many good answers to the questions on this summer’s Unit 3 Contested Planet
paper in both Section A and B. Performance was similar to past series, although the level
of detail in the 10 mark data stimulus questions in terms of explanations was perhaps less
strong than in the past. Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered
the following advice:
• Although it is tempting to try and spot questions in Section B, this is a dangerous game
that leads to confused candidates and weak answers.
• Command words such as 'assess', 'evaluate', 'discuss' and 'to what extent' require a
judgement – sitting on the fence produces weak answers.
• The Water Conflicts question particularly continues to suffer from ‘case study overload’
i.e. unselective, write-all-I-know-about, poorly applied case studies. In the worse
examples the case studies chosen are not relevant to the question at all. This was very
noticeable this year.
• As has been said before, often a brief summative paragraph using evaluative language
would be enough to lift some candidates out of Level 2 and into Level 3 in the 15 mark
part (b) questions in Section A.
• Question wording is very important: it was surprising how many candidates wrote about
the ranking rather than the value of the data in Question 3(a), or oil and gas in Question
6(a) (which is not an ecological resource) - please read them very carefully.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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